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This paper analyses different types of Reference Models (RMs) applicable to 
support the set up and (re)configumtion of virtual enterprises (VEs). RMs are 
models capturing concepts common to VEs aiming to convert the task of setting 
up of VE towards a configumtion task, and hence reduce the time needed for 
VE creation. The RMs are analysed through a mapping onto the Virtual 
Enterprise Reference Architecture (VERA) created in the IMS GLOBEMEN 
project based upon GERAM. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Enterprises co-operate more extensively with other enterprises in all product life 
cycle phases. This is driven by to various reasons such as cost reduction, flexibility, 
and focus on core competencies. The result is anything from rather stable alliances 
between partners in fixed supply chains to a more transitory co-operation as in a 
virtual enterprise (VE). The latter can be defined as a customer solution delivery 
system created by a temporary and re-configurable ICT enabled aggregation of core 
competencies [Vesterager et al, 1999]. 

The potential competitive advantage of a VE - being able to configure world 
class competencies together into a project enterprise - is often jeopardised by the 
time it takes to set up a VE; especially if the VE is composed of partners unknown 
to each other before the formation of the VE. 

This paper presents results from the ongoing IMS GLOBEMEN project 
[GLOBEMEN]. The objective of this paper is twofold. Introducing and analysing 
different types of Reference Models (RMs) applicable to support the set up and 
(re)configuration of VEs. Second, to show how the Virtual Enterprise Reference 
Architecture (VERA), created in GLOBEMEN based upon GERAM [GERAM], can 
be used as a structuring architecture by mapping the RMs onto it. 

The next section introduces the concept of virtual enterprises and explains the 
need for RMs in VEs. In section 3, VERA is presented. The following section 
describes RMs applicable for VE by mapping them onto VERA and thereby shows 
how VERA can be used to structure the different RMs. A discussion concludes this 
paper. 
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2. VIRTUAL ENTERPRISE & REFERENCE MODELS 

2.1 Virtual Enterprise 

This paper applies the VE understanding of the GLOBEMEN project, which regards 
a network of enterprises as the breeding ground for preparation and formation of 
VEs, cf. Figure 1. As a part of forming the network, the network partners will 
establish a degree of preparedness for forming particular VEs. VEs are formed 
based on the competencies available in the network in order to meet customer 
demands. Additional competencies from sub-suppliers or local contractors may be 
included in VEs as well [Vesterager et al, 1999] & et al, 2000]. 
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Figure 1 - Enterprise Networks and Virtual Enterprises 

When the customer's demand has been satisfied, the experiences gained in the 
VE are transferred back to the network, the VE is decommissioned, and the network 
awaits or seeks other possibilities in the market. [Vesterager et al, 1999] 

2.2 Reference Models 

The mentioned preparedness can be obtained by adopting existing RMs as well as 
by creating particular RMs for e.g., network, VEs, enterprise and/or products. A 
reference model (RM) is a model that captures characteristics/concepts common to 
several entities (e.g. networks or VEs). The purpose of RMs is to "capitalise on 
previous knowledge by allowing model libraries to be developed and reused in a 
'plug-and-play' manner rather than developing the models from scratch" [GERAM, 
p.l2]. Hence, RMs "make the modelling process more efficient" [ibid.]. 

RMs are used to convert the VE formation task into a re-use configuration task 
obtaining a quick, low-cost, and secure VE creation. They can have many forms, 
cowering all aspects and be applied in many ways. It is important to note that despite 
RMs often represent generally accepted characteristics of an entity or a way of doing 
things; they should not be applied uniformly within all enterprises/projects 
[PMBOK, 2000, p. 3] -they often have to be adapted or instantiated before use. 
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3. VIRTUAL ENTERPRISE REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE 

As a continuation of the work in Globeman21 [Vesterager et al, 1999] the 
GLOBEMEN project has defined a Virtual Enterprise Reference Architecture 
(VERA) based upon the GERA modelling framework of GERAM [GERAM]. 
VERA is a component of the so-called VERAM framework [Zwegers et al, 2001] 
created as a VE specialisation of the GERAM framework [GERAM]. As shown in 
Figure 2 VERA captures the VE concept described above. VERA consists of three 
recursive entities, viz. a network, VE and product. The figure shows that the 
network in its operational phase creates VEs and a VE carries out some products life 
cycle phases (indicated by the double arrows). 
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Figure 2- Virtual Enterprise Reference Architecture (VERA) 

Each of the three entities is represented by use of the three dimensions of the 
GERA modelling framework: the life cycle dimension, the genericity dimension, 
and the view dimension [GERAM]. More elaborate descriptions of VERA can be 
found in [Vesterager et al, 1999] [T9}lle et al, 2000] [Vesterager et al, 2001a] & 
[Vesterager et al, 200lb]. 

The generic and partial boxes in Figure 2 have been shaded indicating the 
location of RMs in VERA. The remaining non-shaded boxes represent the particular 
entities containing instantiated RMs components or self developed components. 
Enterprises engaged in VE focused networks should determine which of the non
shaded boxes it would need to prepare and most importantly by what means (using 
available standards, RMs from other sources, and/or develop own RMs). It is 
important to note that this is not an either-or, but more a matter of assessing 
available RMs and fill in the blanks by self-developed RMs. Of course, enterprises 
should only develop RMs if needed and not publicly available elsewhere. 
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As indicated on Figure 2 RMs are or can be developed for all three entities. 
Models addressing the product itself (e.g. product models, engineering bill of 
materials), although important for a fast product realisation, are product and industry 
specific and will not be addressed in this paper. The focus of this paper is RMs 
addressing the network and VE entities including how to execute product related 
activities in YEs (distributed concurrent engineering, procurement, quotation, etc.). 

4. VE REFERENCE MODELS 

In the process of preparing and setting up YEs different types of RMs should be 
considered. Applying the modeUing views of VERA (cf. Figure 2) can help 
distinguish between different aspects that should be addressed by RMs. Functional 
view represents the activities and the (temporal) behaviour of the business processes 
of the entity [GERAM, p. 27]; Information view represents data models for e.g. 
strategic information systems requirements capture, management database design 
(e.g. data warehouse), and operational database design (e.g. product data 
representation); Resource view consists of resource models for manufacturing 
software and hardware, and for management and control information system; 
Organisational view represents organisational models for designing the organisation 
[Bemus, 1999]. In the first two life cycle phases of an entity (i.e. identification and 
concept phase) no distinction can be made between the modelling views. 

A number of RMs applicable for YEs are available or is under development. In 
the following some of these RMs will be described by mapping them onto a subset 
of VERA depicted in Figure 3. The VERA subset consists of the network and VE 
entities and applies, besides the life cycle dimension, the modelling and purpose 
views of GERAM. Thereby, VERA provides a structure which allows a mapping of 
RMs related to set up and (re)configuration of YEs from aVE focused network. 

Network VE 

Purpose views: 

Customer Service & 
Product view 

Management & 
Control view 

Figure 3 - A subset of VERA showing the modelling and purpose views 

The purpose views distinguish between the customer product and service 
activities and the management and control activities representing the mission 
fulfilment and the mission control aspects respectively [GERAM, 1999]. As regards 
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to the dimension of genericity the subset of VERA cowers the shaded area of the 
network and VE entities of Figure 2, i.e. the generic and the partial levels. 

Thus, Table 1 below introduces generic as well as partial RMs for VEs and 
related networks. No explicit distinction however is made between the two levels, 
but the first 4 RMs mapped are of a more general nature than the last part which 
addresses more specific VE issues. The list of RMs in Table 1 is not comprehensive, 
but outlines some of the RMs of relevance to enterprises taking part in a VE focused 
network. For each of the RMs the mapping gives a view of the extent and possible 
application of the RMs. The mappings are intended to support enterprises, preparing 
for or operating in a VE focused network, to identify RMs of possible relevance. For 
each of the RMs a very short description is provided. By means of shading a 
mapping indicate which part of the subset of VERA that the RM supports. Darker 
shading indicates a stronger focus/relevance. For instance the mapping of the 
GLOBEMEN IDEFO model, cf. Table 1, shows a dark shading of the functional 
view, and a lighter shading of the remaining views. This indicates that, as an IDEFO 
model, the main view addressed is the functional view, but by means of information 
flow between the activities and indication of mechanisms and resources in the 
IDEFO the remaining views are addressed as well although to a lesser extend. 

Table 1- Reference Models applicable for Virtual Enterprises 
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ISO 9000-2000 
Describes policy level models for how to 
perform Quality Management in an enterprise. 
As such the standard does not address specific 
network or VE issues, but addresses what 
need to be carried out in an enterprise 
needless of how it is configured or which 
environment it operates (e.g. in a dynamic or 
stable environment). 
ISO 15288 
Describes requirement for four groups of 
system life cycle processes (enterprise 
processes, agreement processes, project 
management processes, and technical 
processes). Purpose, outcomes, and activities 
are described for each of the processes in each 
of the groups [IS015288). The activity 
descriptions can be used as inspiration when 
s cif in re uirements for a network or VEs. 
PMBOK 
Project Management Body Of Knowledge 
describes generic project management 
activities. Addresses following project 
managements processes: Integration, Scope, 
Time, Cost, Quality, Human Resources, 
Communications, Risk and Procurement. 
Inputs, tools & techniques, and output are 
described for each rocess. [PMBOK, 2000) . 
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Ro ettaNet 
Aims to be 'Lingua Franca' for eBusiness. 
The Partner Interface Processes (PIPs) defines 
interfaces and sequence of steps required to 
execute a processes between supply-chain 
partners. RosettaNet categorises PIPs by high
level business functions (clusters) and sub
functions (segments) [RosettaNet] 

GLOBEMEN Grai Grid 
A Grai Grid model of management activities 
for partner enterprises, network entity and the 
VE respectively. This model is at aVE 
specific level with the focus on the 
management activities through description of 
decisions centre. The model addresses the 
information view through indication of 
internal and external information sources and 
content as well as information flow between 
decisions centres 2001 . 

GLOBEMEN IDEFO RM 
IDEFO model of activities addressing set up 
and operation of networks and YEs. As an 
Idefl) model the RM primarily addresses the 
functional view, but through description of 
the ICOMs (information-flow and resources) 
the model addresses the three additional views 
[Baltrusch, 2000]. 
PRODNET (ESPRIT 22647) 
ICT infrastructure requirements based on a 
workflow-based approach for coordination. 
The infrastructure consists of a 3 level 
coordination systems (core cooperation layer, 
enterprise management functionalities, VE 
management functionalities) supported by 
services and a communication infrastructure. 

& 200 
DYNOCA (1ST 11065) 
Reference Model for Dynamic Networked 
Organisations in the Consultancy/ Agency 
Sector. The RM deals with how to set up and 
operate YEs and consist of 4 levels: I) 
Business phases (Consulting, Conception, 
Production, Control, Realisation, Service & 
Maintenance), 2) Business processes, 3) 
Business sub-processes and 4) Activity 

2001 . 
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It can be seen from the mappings that different RMs address the same parts of 
VERA. This does not necessarily mean that the models are redundant. It could e.g. 
be models cowering different integration levels [Zwegers et al, 2001], e.g. physical, 
syntactical, semantic, business process, or inter-enterprise integration as addressed 
by ALIVE (Architecture for Layered Integration in Virtual Enterprises) cf. [Berget 
al, 2000]. Another difference could be the level of genericity. E.g. the mapping of 
PMBOK [PMBOK, 2000] and GLOBEMEN Grai Grids [Olegario, 2001] are almost 
identical. One difference however is that whereas PMBOK is at a generic project 
management level, the GLOBEMEN model addresses specific network and VE 
issues. 

As mentioned, the RMs should be assessed carefully before use. Some of the 
RMs (e.g. activity model for how to set up a network) can be used 'as is', to support 
an actual activity (e.g. set up of a particular network). Other RMs (e.g. management 
processes of PMBOK) needs to be modified/adapted before used. A modified 
version of aRM can then be used as a 'network RM' in a particular network (e.g. 
when setting up management processes for particular VEs). That is, some RMs can 
be modified to become customised RMs that eventually can be instantiated into a 
specific situation. Other of the outlined RMs can be used as network RMs without 
any modifications. 

A step by step approach applying among others the GLOBEMEN Grai Grids 
[Olegario, 2001] and IDEFO models [Baltrusch, 2000] to build virtual enterprise 
capability can be found in [Bemus et al, 2002]. 

During the set up of a VE the partners have to decide which models to use when 
in operation. Depending on e.g. the expected frequency of the VE activities this 
might be done before the initiation of the VE, i.e. as part of the formation of the 
network. Consequentially, when to decide which RM to use in a given situation is a 
question of work preparation [Vesterager et al, 1999] & [Vesterager, 2001b]. For a 
given activity (e.g. distributed engineering) a network can decide to define a (set of) 
process(es) that all VEs should follow. Alternatively, if the network does not prepare 
the activity then either the VE partners has to decide it when setting up a particular 
VE, or as a last possibility the involved partners determines it ad hoc if confronted 
with the situation during operation. 

5. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK 

Enterprises today face a major challenge in being able to work more dynamically in 
project-oriented virtual enterprises (VEs). This paper has described the need for 
reference models (RMs) in aVE environment as a means to facilitate the realisation 
of VEs through the establishment of a preparedness. It has been illustrated how the 
virtual enterprise reference architecture (VERA) based upon GERAM can help to 
structure and identify possible areas where RMs need to be adapted or developed in 
a VE focused network. Existing RMs have been mapped onto a subset of VERA. 
This mapping can help enterprise, participating in a VE focused network, to identify 
possible RMs of relevance as well identify areas not covered which needs to be 
prepared by additional RMs. 

The paper addresses the content of relevant RMs. Further work needs to be done 
in relation to describing guidelines for how to select between relevant RMs as well 
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as how to modify them to a particular situation. Likewise the usage of VERA as a 
structuring architecture still needs to be refined to enrich mappings in order to, e.g., 
facilitate the identification of the focus of different RMs. 
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